1. Further to our earlier advertisement and detailed guidance to applicants intending to participate in electronic auctioning of hunting blocks that is scheduled for seven consecutive days starting on 10th June 2019, we wish to submit additional information for foreign-based entities (that are not registered in Tanzania) in order to comply with the legal provisions regulating the hunting industry in Tanzania.

2. Foreign based Individual Operators (Agents, Professional Hunters) and Companies are both eligible to participate in the auctioning process as per general procedures that are detailed in our earlier advertisement available online at www.tawa.go.tz.

3. Successful foreign-based operators shall be granted a provisional allocation of hunting block(s) they have won for a period of up to 30 days so as to allow them to complete registration of their companies within Tanzania.

4. Successful foreign based hunting companies shall also be granted a provisional allocation of hunting block(s) they have won for a period of up to 30 days so as to allow them to process and obtain a certificate of compliance that will allow them to conduct business in Tanzania.

5. Registration of companies and the business environment within Tanzania is regulated electronically by the Business Registration and Licensing Agency (BRELA) and on average it will take about 3 days to complete such
registration for these requirements. Details (including online registration forms) are available at: http://www.brela.go.tz

6. Aspiring bidders are advised to carefully read our earlier advertisement for the detailed e-auctioning procedures (mode of application, instruction to bidders, available blocks, etc) as well as visit the BRELA website well in advance for to acquaint themselves with company registration procedures.

7. A 24-hour Hunting Block e-Auctioning Help Desk is available to assist:
   Tanzania Wildlife Management Authority Phone: +255(0)784999191; +255(0)652481703; +255(0)754043280; E-mail: e-auctionhuntingblocks@tawa.go.tz

For More Information Please Contact

   Conservation Commissioner
   Tanzania Wildlife Management Authority
   Dar es Salaam Road-Kingolwira Area
   TAFORI Building
   P O Box 2658
   MOROGORO -Tanzania
   Tel: +255 (0)23-293424
   E-mail: cc@tawa.go.tz